
Player Policies
Crow Creek Volleyball Club

Club Mission
The goal of the program is to grow volleyball players, in skill and in character, as individuals and
as teams. Competition drives excellence and provides opportunities to grow.

Playing time
As a competitive program, coaches are encouraged to organize their team and allocate playing
time to compete at the highest level possible for the team. Playing time is under the sole
direction of coaches, and no playing time is guaranteed for any player in matches or
tournaments. Players are expected to be good teammates regardless of how much they play.

Conduct
The club expects coaches and players to treat everyone with respect, regardless of the situation
or the behavior of others, including opposing teams and coaches, referees, teammates, and
fans. The team should be an encouraging atmosphere where mistakes are tolerated and
excellence is celebrated.

It is normal to be frustrated by an incorrect call by a referee, a decision by a coach, or a mistake
by a teammate. Team captains may officially disagree with a referee and discuss calls, but
anger directed at a referee, coach or another player is inappropriate.

We consider it unsportsmanlike behavior to attempt to gain an advantage over a team or a
match through methods outside of volleyball. Examples are berating a referee or verbally
intimidating members of an opposing team. The club and its members will not participate in
these behaviors.

When in a match or a tournament, club teams will remain respectful, even if the opposition does
not. Team cheers and celebrations should celebrate our success, not the opposition’s failure. No
rude communication or gestures targeted at the other team will be tolerated. Coaches are
expected to remove disrespectful players from the match.

By signing below, I acknowledge that I have read the above and agree to abide by the policies.

_______________________ _______________________ _______________________

Player Name Player Signature Parent Signature


